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Abstract 
      In this paper, we introduce the concept of a quasi-radical semi prime submodule. 

Throughout this work, we assume that     is a commutative ring with identity and   

is a left unitary R- module. A  proper submodule   of   is called a quasi-radical 

semi prime submodule (for short Q-rad-semiprime), if                   for    

,       ,        and       then         . Where          is the intersection of 

all prime submodules of  . 
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 المقاسات الجزئية شبه الأولية الجذرية الظاهرية
 

 عمر محمد رجب، نهاد سالم المظفر
 قسم الرياضيات, كلية العلهم ,جامعة بغداد, العراق

 الخلاصه
حلقــة    في هذا البحث نقدم مفههم  المقاس شبه الاولي الجذري الظاهري. خلال هذا العمل تم فرض        

يسمى مقاس جزئي   من المقاس   مقاسا احاديا ايسرا. ان المقاس الجزئي   ابدالية ذات عنصر محايد و 
     (, كلما كان Q-radشبه اولي جذري ظاهري )للاختصار مقاس شبه اولي من النهع 

        , حيث        و يعني ذلك      و               ,  حيث            
 . هه تقاطع كل المقاسات الجزئية الالهلية في 

1. Introduction.  

A quasi-prime submodule was introduced and studied in 1999 by Abdul-Razak, M. H. in [1], 

which is generalization of a prime submodule. A proper submodule   of an R – module   is 

called prime if whenever      ,                    , then   either      or     
[    ]  where[    ]  {            }[2]. Several generalizations of prime 

submodules have been introduced such as Semi prime, nearly prime, and nearly quasi-prime 

prime submodules [3,4,5]. In this paper, we give another generalization of a prime 

submodule, where a proper submodule   of   is called a quasi-radical semi prime submodule 

(for short Q-rad-semiprime), if whenever                 for     ,       ,       and 

      then         . Where          is the intersection of all prime submodules of  .  

2. Basic Properties of Quasi-Radical Semiprime Submodules 

In this section, we introduce the concept of the quasi-radical semiprime submodule, we also 

give some examples, some basic properties, and characterizations of this concept. 
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Definition (2.1): 

A proper submodule   of an R-module   is said to be quasi-radical semi prime  if whenever  

                 for    ,       ,       and       , then        . It is denoted by 

Q-rad-semiprime. 

Theorem (2.2): 

     A submodule   of an R-module   is Q-rad-semiprime if and only if                 

for                   implies that        . 

Proof:  Since   is Q-rad-semiprime, then by definition (2.1) we have this direction. For the 

converse, we suppose that for                        such that                . 

Now                     . This implies that           . After a finite number of 

steps, we get that           This implies that   is Q rad-semi prime submodule of  . 

Proposition (2.3): 

Let   be a proper submodule of an R-module  , with         . Then   is Q-rad-

semiprime submodule if and only if [          ] is a semiprime ideal of a ring   for each 

   . 

Proof: 

 Let   be Q-rad-semiprime. To prove [         〈 〉] is a semiprime ideal of  , it is 

enough to show 

 √[         〈 〉]  [         〈 〉]            √[         〈 〉]   then    
[          〈 〉]  for some k   Z

 
,
 
so that                  . But   is Q-rad-

semiprime, this implies    . Since         , then                which implies 

that   [          〈 〉], so that √[         〈 〉]  [         〈 〉] which means 

that  [         〈 〉] is a semiprime ideal of  . 

 Suppose that  [         〈 〉] is a semiprime ideal of  , let                 for     

,       ,        and     ,  this implies that      [          〈 〉]. But [   
       〈 〉] is a semiprime ideal, this implies that     [          〈 〉], hence     
          . Since           then [           . Thus         which implies 

that   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  . 

Corollary (2.4): 

A proper submodule   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of an R-module   with          if 

and only if [            ] is a semiprime ideal of    for each    . 

Remark and Examples (2.5): 

1- Every prime submodule is Q-rad-semiprime submodule. 

Proof:  

Let    be a prime submodule of  , then [   ] is prime ideal of   [6]. Let           

such that                , since   be a prime submodule of   and        is the 

intersection of prime submodule, then        . Primness of   implies that either        

or    [          ]. Thus   [          ] and        
The next example shows that the converse of (1) is not true. 

Example: Let        be a submodule of    as Z-module, and    is Q-rad-semiprime, since 
[            ]  [       ]  [     ]      , then it is semiprime ideal of  . 

However, it is  not prime submodule. 

2- Every Q-rad-semiprime submodule is semi prime submodule. 

Proof: 

Let       such that               , then               by definition (2.1),so 

that we have      . Hence   is a semi prime submodule of    
The following example proves that the  converse of (2) is not true.  

 Example: Let   =   ⊕   as Z-module and      ⊕  is a submodule of              
{                       } , then   is not Q-rad-semiprime submodule of, since    
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   ̅  ̅         ̅  ̅              but       ̅  ̅    , where   {           }, 
               ⊕         {           }[2]. Therefore    is a semi prime submodule 

3- Every maximal submodule of an R-module   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule. Since 

every maximal submodule of   is prime, then by (1) is Q-rad-semiprime 

4- Every quasi-prime submodule   of an R-module    with          is Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule. 

Proof:  Let   be a quasi-prime submodule of an R-module  , by [1]. [     ] is a prime ideal 

of   for each     , hence [     ] is a semi prime ideal of    for each      . But  

         so             implies [            ] is a semi prime ideal of   for 

each     . Thus   is Q-rad-semiprime, by Corollary (2.4). 

    The converse is not true in general for example: 

Let       as a Z-module and    ̅  .   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   since 

[  ̅             ]  [  ̅     ̅    ]  [  ̅    ]    ,which is a semi prime ideal 

of    But     ̅   is not quasi-prime submodule of    , since[  ̅     ̅  ]     is not a 

prime ideal of a ring     
5- A submodule of Q-rad-semiprime needs not to be Q rad-semi prime. 

Example:   ̅   in     as a Z-module is Q-rad-semiprime submodule, since   ̅   is a 

prime. But   ̅   is a submodule of   ̅    ,which is not Q-rad-semiprime of    , since 

      ̅    ̅            but      ̅    ̅    
6- In the Z-module     the submodule       is Q-rad-semiprime if   is a prime number. 

7- It is clear that every rad-semi prime submodule is Q-rad-semiprime submodule. 

Proposition (2.6): 

    Let   be an R-module and   be a proper submodule of  .Then   is Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of   if and only if                 for some ideals     in   ,        and   

some submodule of    implies      . 

  Proof: 

→) Assume that    be a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of    and               for some 

ideal     of   and some submodule   of   and        , we have to show that      . Let  

     , then                              where            ,       ,   
          , thus               for each             , then   

                    , 
but   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  , therefore            for each              , 

thus     , which implies that      .  

←) Suppose              ,where              and         implies        
            , by hypothesis            , hence       . Thus   is rad-

semiprime submodule in  . 

Corollary (2.7): 

  is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   if and only if                   , where  

                                 implies          . 

Corollary (2.8): 

  is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   if and only if               , where    
                               implies      . 

     Recall that a proper submodule   of an R-module   is said to be quasi- semi prime for 

short (Q -semi prime) if whenever          where    ,       ,       and      implies 

that          [8]. 

Remark (2.9): 

If   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of an R-module    Then [   ]is a Q-semi prime ideal of 

   
Proof: Let       [   ],where             , which  implies     〈  〉      
      , since   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  , then by Corollary 
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(2.8)            〈  〉    . Hence     [   ]. Therefore [   ]is a Q-semi prime ideal of 

   
Remark (2.10): 

Let   be a submodule of an R-module  , If [   ] is Q-rad-semiprime ideal of    then 

  cannot be  Q rad-semi prime in general. For example: Let       be a Z-module and 

  〈  〉  〈 〉 then [   ]      is Qrad-semiprime ideal of   but   is not Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of  , since                    , but            . 

Proposition (2.11): 

   Let   be an R-module.           are submodules of    If   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule 

of   and   is semiprime submodule  with         . Then     is Qrad-semiprime of    
Proof: Let                   for              and        from the  modular 

law, we have        (        )    , then               and        ,   is 

Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   and   is semiprime submodule, this implies that        
and      . Hence         , which implies that     is Q-rad-semiprime in    
Corollary (2.12): 

If   ,   are Q-rad-semiprime submodule of an R-module   with          , then     is 

a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of    
Proposition (2.13):  

     Let        be submodules of an R- module   with                 such that   is a 

Q-rad-semiprime submodule of    and   is not contained in  . Then       is a Qrad-

semiprime submodule of    
Proof: Since     , we get       is a proper submodule of    Let            and      , 
such that

                        Since                 , then         
               ,this implies         (        )    so that            

       and            Because of      is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   and by 

definition (2.1),  we have         . Since       implies that             Hence       

is a Q-rad-semi prime submodule of    
Proposition (2.14): 

Let   and    be R-modules and let           be R- homomorphism. If   is a Qrad-

semiprime submodule of   , then        is Q-rad-semi prime submodule  of      
Proof: Let         and       such that

                     ,  so that             

            , then                      , since  (      )          [2]. But 

   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule in   , hence            . Thus             . 

Therfore        is Q-rad-semi prime submodule of   . 
Proposition (2.15): 

     Let    and     be   R-modules and let           be an epimorphism. If   is a Qrad-

semiprime submodule of    with       , then       is Qrad-semiprime submodule  of  

     
Proof: Assume that       is not  proper submodule of    so that        , let    , then 

       =     , which implies that     =      for some     , it follows that     
     , so                  , hence    , that means       , we get a 

contradiction. Because of        this implies              , therefore        is a 

proper submodule of   . Now let           and        such that
                    , 

since   is  epimorphism, then         for some     , so                         
this implies that                           [2] , it follows that                
     for some    ,          that is               , so           
                 which implies that               . But   is a Q-rad-

semiprime submodule of  , so       , it follows that             . Hence       
    . Thus       is Q rad-semi prime submodule  of      
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Proposition (2.16): 

     Let           where     and     be R-modules. If               
                        is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   with          then    

and      are Q-rad-semiprime of     and      respectively.  

 

Proof: To prove that      is Q-rad-semiprime of    .  Let             , and            such 

that                         and (              (                               so 

that             (           ) (             )            and  we have       

                  (                 )             But   is Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of  , so                             , thus           . Therefore     is Q-

rad-semiprime of    . By similar way we can prove that       is Q-rad-semiprime of   . 

3. Quasi Radical- Semiprime Submodules in Multiplication modules 

Remark (3.1): 

If   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of an R-module  , then [   ] needs not to be Q-rad-

semiprime ideal of  . 

Proposition (3.2): 

     Let   asubmodule of an R-module  . If   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   

with        [   ], then [   ] is Q-rad-semi prime ideal of    
Proof: Let      [   ]         where          , we have to show that     [   ] . 
Since         [   ] , which implies [   ]         [   ]  Hence       [   ], 
this implies that     〈  〉            , but    is Q-rad-semi prime submodule of  , 

then by Corollary (2.7)   〈  〉   . Hence      [   ]. Therefore [   ] is Q-rad-

semiprime ideal of    
     Recall an  R-module   is called a multiplication module if for each submodule   of    

there exists  an ideal   of    such that      .  In fact    is called a multiplication module if 
[   ]    for each submodule   of   [ ]  
Proposition (3.3): 

Let   be a finitely generated multiplication faithful R-module with                   If 
[   ] is a Q-rad-semiprime ideal of  , then   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  . 

Proof: Let                for       ,and      then                    Since 

  is multiplication R-module, then        for some ideal   of   

and    [    ]   hence        [   ]                                 . 

But   is finitely generated multiplication faithful R-module, so       [   ]          , 

since  [    ] is a Q-rad-semiprime ideal of  , then     [   ], hence      [   ] ,then 

      , so          implies       Thus   is a Q-rad-semi prime submodule of    
Proposition (3.4): 

Let   be a finitely generated multiplication faithful R-module with                  If    
is a Q-rad-semiprime ideal of  , then    is a Q rad-semi prime submodule of  . 

Proof: Let                 for       ,and      then                      
Since   is multiplication R-module, then        for some ideal   of   and since         
        , then                   , then                  . Since   is a 

finitely generated multiplication faithful , then               . But   is Q-rad-semiprime 

ideal of  , then      , so        . Hence          , which implies that     
  . Thus    is Q-rad-semi prime submodule of  . 

Proposition (3.5):  

Let   be a faithful finitely generated multiplication R-module, and   be a proper submodule 

of   with                 and         [   ] . then the following statements are 

equivelant: 

1-   is Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  . 
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2-[   ] is Q-rad-semiprime ideal of   . 

3-     for some Q rad-semi prime ideal   of  . 

Proof:  

1→2) It is clear by Proposition (3.2). 

2→1) It is clear by Proposition (2.11). 

2→3) Since [   ] is Q-rad-semiprime ideal of   and   [   ] . It follows that      

and   [   ] an Q-rad-semiprime ideal of  . 

3→2) Assume that      and   [   ] an Q-rad-semiprime ideal of  . But   be 

multiplication we have   [   ]    , since   be a faithful finitely generated 

multiplication, then   [   ], implies that [   ] is Q-rad-semiprime ideal of   . 

Proposition (3.4): 

If   is a proper submodule of an R-module  . Then   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   

if and only if  [    ] is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of   for every ideal   of    where 

          . 

Proof: 

→) Let      [    ]          for                  since           , 

then          [    ], which implies that[    ]          [    ], that is       
[    ] , so         and         for each     , since   is a Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of  , hence         for each     , so         thus      [    ], which 

implies that [    ] is a Qrad-semiprime submodule of    
←) Suppose that [    ] is a Q-rad-semiprime for each ideal   of  . If       this implies that 
[    ]    is a Q rad-semi prime submodule of    
Proposition (3.5): 

Let   be a multiplication R-module and   be proper submodule of  , then   is a Q-rad-

semiprime submodule of   if and only if                implies that       for 

each submodules   and   of   and    . 

Proof: 

→) Assume that               where         are submodule of   with    . Since 

  is a multiplication R-module. Then      and      for som ideal     of  . Hence 

               =             . But   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of  , 

which implies that by corollary(2.7)      . Hence      . 

←) Suppose that               where         are ideal in   and    . But    is a 

multiplication R-module, so that               where              and     . 

By assumption, we have      , so that       . Hence by corollary (2.7)   is a Q-rad-

semi prime submodule of  . 

Proposition (3.6): 

Let   be a proper submodule of a multiplication R-module  . Then   is a Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of   if and only if                where  ,     and   are submodules of   

, then      . 

Proof: 

→) Assume that               where            are submodule of  . Since   is a 

multiplication R-module. Then      and      for som ideal     of  . Hence 

    =             . But   is a Q-rad-semiprime submodule of    From  

Corollary(2.7)   we have       . Hence      . 

←) Suppose that               where    and   are ideal in  . Since   is a 

multiplication R-module, then                     where              and 

    . By assumption, we have      , which implies      . By Corollary (2.7), we 

get    is a Q rad-semi prime submodule of  . 

    Recall that a proper submodule   of an   module   is called a primary submodule if for 
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each     ,     such that     , then either      or     [   ]  for some     [9]. 

Proposition (3.7): 

 Let   be a primary submodule of an R-module   with         . Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1.   is a quasi-prime submodule of  . 

2.   is a Q-rad-semi prime of  . 

3.   is semi prime submodule of  . 

Proof:  
(1) → (2) by Remark and Example (2.5,4) every quasi-prime submodule is Q rad-semi prime 

submodule. 

(2) → (3)   is a semiprime submodule of   by Remark and Example (2.5, 2). 

(3) → (1) Let          and      , such that          , we have to show that       or 

     , let        , since   is a primary submodules of  , then      [     ]  and we get  

   √[     ]. But   is a semiprime of  , then  [     ] is semiprime ideal by [6], so 

    [     ] . Therefore         for all     . Which implies that   is a quasi-prime 

submodule of   . 

Proposition (3.8): 

 If   is a proper submodule of  multiplication R-module    with          and [    ] is a 

primary ideal of R. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1- B is a quasi-prime submodule of  . 

2- B is a Q-rad-semi prime submodule of  . 

3-   is Q-semi prime submodule of  . 

Proof: 

1→2) Since          then by Remark and Example (2.5,4)   is Q-rad-semi prime 

submodule. 

2→3) It follows from Remark (2.9)   is Q-semi prime submodule of  . 

 3→1) Since   is a Q-semi prime submodule of then [    ] is semi prime ideal of   by [7]. 

From  assumption [    ] is a primary ideal of R, we get  [    ] is a prime ideal. Since   is 

multiplication R -module then   is a quasi-prime submodule of   [1, proposition (2.1.9)]. 

3→1) Since           implies that   is rad-semi prime.Then   is a Q-rad-semiprime 

submodule of   by Remark and Example (2.5, 7). 
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